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WEB CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. CELEBRATES 55 YEARS IN BUSINESS AS FAMILY-OWNED COMPANY.

(MANKATO, MN) – WEB Construction Co. Inc, Mankato-based family-owned construction company known for their
innovation and impact in the areas of commercial development, is celebrating 55 years in business.

Recent Notable Work

In recent years, they have evolved the appearance of area landscapes with notable projects such as Mankato Travel
Center off Hwy 14, Mankato Clinic Children's Health Center, Studio 5 on Riverfront, Locale Brewing in downtown
Mankato, RoK Lofts on 169 in St. Peter, both Mankato Dunkin Donuts, the Mankato Moondogs stadium (ISG Field), and
the MSU Mavericks Sports Dome.  They’ve also made tremendous community impact with interior redesigns of the
Mankato Airport, Bethlehem Lutheran Church (Mankato), Dakota Meadows Middle School 6th grade wing, and the
Mankato East High School locker rooms, to name a few.

New Innovative Location

Their new office location at 320 Saint Andrews Drive was also a creative design that holds two additional spaces as well
as their own in Suite 100.  A passion project that was navigated through the recent pandemic, the completed office space
features cutting edge considerations for potential clients such as glass walls, folding partition walls, different selections
for doors, variety of wall and floor finishes, hanging acoustical sound panels, interior stone veneers, unique bathroom
fixtures/finishes, wall display systems, and motorized drop down tv mounts.

55 Years and the Original Story

“If you love what you do, and every day is a new challenge, why wouldn't you keep working? I get a lot of
satisfaction from seeing a project complete and a happy customer in the end.”

- Jerry Williams, Vice President/Founder

“WEB has been fortunate to develop wonderful relationships with clients, employees, subcontractors and
suppliers.  We are a service first business where relationships are the fundamental part of our business,
being authentic is the foundation of this service.”

- Josh Williams, President/CEO

In 1963, Jerry Williams and 2 friends started a four employee grain bin erection company in rural Mankato, providing
high-quality, low-cost, and on-time grain storage construction.  After a few name changes and some growth, in 1968, that
company was incorporated as WEB Construction Company.  The farm service industry and the grain bins themselves
continued to grow until WEB construction was running up to 9 crews of 4 to 6 and working on up to 300 bins in their
busiest year.

St. Clair Fire Department was one of the first examples of a change of direction for the company amidst rapid inflation
across the U.S. That timing was ideal because in the early 1980s, changes in government subsidies, efforts to slow
inflation, and the resulting lowered land values slowed farming and, therefore, grain bin construction. In 1994, Jerry’s
son, Josh, joined the business and in 2019 assumed the role of President.

Today, WEB Construction has exploded into a highly pursued player in commercial development, construction,project
management and general contracting throughout southern Minnesota and northern Iowa.  Despite their exponential
growth, WEB continues to stay true to their original mission having always believed in quality and integrity.  They
continue to strive to exemplify their low-cost and on-time origin while also building appealing and functional designs.

For more information, visit: https://www.webconmankato.com/ or call 507-387-1667.
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